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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is an extensive and rapidly growing technology in this modern era. Due to its networking nature and rapid implementation in various fields, security is considered a primary challenge. Due to various security vulnerabilities, IoT infrastructure is prone to numerous security threats which in return affecting the IoT infrastructure on a wider scale. This paper proposes a stronger and robust, three-way security framework which is based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) certification mechanism. This framework represents a unique way to authenticate both, IoT device and user using digital certificates before granting them access into the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of things or widely known as IoT is increasingly becoming an undeniable part of our everyday lives. IoT is an advanced technology in which various everyday devices (things) are connected through gateways and various services. Most IoT devices can process and communicate over internet and contains Internet protocol address known as IP address. As illustrated in Figure 1.0, user can remotely access and control these IoT devices using existing framework which permits its integration with the modern-day rapidly growing world. The use of smart devices in an IoT infrastructure reduce the human interaction and make the daily life easier. [1][1]

The concept of smart environments and platforms like smart-city, smart-home and smart transportation has added a more innovative touch in everyday lifestyle. These innovations involve transfer of sensitive data related to a user or a device that requires sufficient security solution. These security solutions are required to build over a secure communication channel on the internet and should be able to overcome the concerns like authentication, availability and usability. Most of the IoT devices follow design patterns of cloud computing, such as, smart-home, where devices at every end are connected to cloud component via a local gateway [2]. Users can communicate and use IoT devices via this cloud component. This cloud component can store user token on behalf of its user name and password and allow user to communicate securely over a secure internet channel. A mobile application can be used as a security broadcaster through which user can authenticate and authorised certain IoT devices. This scenario increases security issues because cloud and the IoT devices transfer sensitive data of a user and can interact with the untrusted users which can harm authorised user’s cloud component account [3].

Additionally, modern day Smartphones are considered an important component in IoT smart environment because it is used to communicate with both IoT devices and the cloud component [4]. In this research work, we have anticipated a framework which is offering a highly secure digital authentication for a normal user which enables user to communicate with IoT device via a cloud over a secure internet channel. The proposed framework is based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) that allow cloud and user to communicate and gain access to the restricted cloud services. In this paper, we proposed a new PKI-like security framework. This framework can provide user and device authentication where only a genuine user can use a registered IoT device. This framework is divided into two part. In first part IoT device and user will be registered with the cloud and in the second part user can use IoT device after authentication from the cloud.

![Figure 1.0. Generalized IoT Framework [5]](image)

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

A. Internet of Thing

Internet-of-Things, or IoT, is considered the trendiest considered technology these days. This is becoming well-spread and well-organized industry of modern-day information technology infrastructure. It is in high demand and people are changing their lifestyle by adopting IoT technology. Although, the growth of this technology is fast-paced, however, at the same time it has encountered several...
security issues such as access control, intrusion detection and user authentication. Based on various studies, these security risks were not being considered one of the primary concerns and were not handled appropriately. Few of the major development to solve these security issues are encryption mechanism or cryptography, authentication mechanism and access control technology. [6]

B. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

PKI is an efficient approach to encrypt/decrypt the data. It gives us facility to securely and confidentially exchange data over an insecure environment such as IoT. PKI is widely known due to its use of pair of keys known as Public Key and a Private Key. These keys are related and derived from the same key-store. One key is used for encryption and other is used to decrypt that message. If Public key is compromised, the retrieval of Private key is not computationally possible. [7]

Implementation of PKI in IoT and Smart homes can be more feasible. Devices can encrypt data using a unique public key incorporated with a private key, which is used to decrypt the data at user’s end. PKI digital certificate can also be useful to authenticate user and the devices that allow secure data transfer. Implementing PKI in IoT system is a big challenge because the procedure of encryption with public key requires the use of resources related to memory and existing wireless sensing technology do not facilitate this usage when transmission of data is frequently required. User and device authentication are also a major problem in this scenario. Communication with the cloud requires frequent authentication, it also increases few more issues such as, registration of a new user and devices. When these new devices transmit data, the device need permission to access to the public key to encrypt data. This also raise one of the primary issues which is Key Distribution issue. The communication between IoT device and the cloud need to be secure. [7]

A general PKI Digital Certification is third party entity that issues certificate after legitimate authentication. These authorities are known as CA (Certification Authority) which generate, issues and sign a digital certificate RA (Registration Authority) which verifies the identity of the bodies requesting digital certificates to issue from CA, and a central management mechanism that is used to store and index certificate keys manage to control access to stored digital certificates. [7]

We proposed much secure framework using PKI digital certificate mechanism. This framework is based on three-way communication between user, IoT device and cloud. In this framework, cloud authenticate both user and IoT device using their digital certificate by the CA. User cannot communicate directly with the IoT device and without authentication. User must pass through gateway in order to communicate an IoT device.

C. Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing infrastructure is more convenient way of providing computing resources for shared group for example, networks, services, servers, and storage applications. Cloud services can provide fundamental necessities for PKI encryption, decryption and key management. [8]

D. Authentication

Internet of Things (IoT) is now becoming a part of our daily lives. It ranges from smart homes to wearable devices and implementation of IoT technology in healthcare. These implementations involve large amount of user’s private data transfer. This increases the security concern. This includes authentication, data integration and access control and privacy. In main, the authentication of users and IoT devices has more importance to make the infrastructure secure. [9]

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In term of security authentication of IoT devices is considered very important step. Privacy and security are the main problem in IoT devices. These devices must not be vulnerable to different types of attacks. Whitefield Diffie and Martin Hellman introduced Asymmetric cryptography or public key cryptography. It is one of the components which allow secure communication for different protocol such as, SSH, OpenPOP, HTTPS. These protocols are used in browsers, mobile and desktop applications and enabled secure connection on internet.

In the paper [7], authors have highlighted this issue in their proposed study. They use digital signature and device capabilities to authenticate an IoT device. Device only be allowed to use in when it is effectively authenticated over multifactor authentication, if not, the authentication procedure restart again.

In another study [10], authors have proposed a solution which is based on smart-card and three-factor remote user authentication protocol that can resist DoS attacks. It performs authentication by verifying the identity and password.

Various privacy and authentication issues have been discussed in [11]. The authors provided different authentication schemes using multi criteria classification that analyse the existing protocol.

In another relevant study [9], authors have highlighted the miss-use of user’s private data that is being used on IoT devices and proposed a solution using object authentication.

In the paper [12], authors have highlighted several of the securities and vulnerabilities that exist in a layered architecture of an IoT infrastructure. According to the authors, the most susceptible layer is considered to be the application layer which fails to provide authentication, authorization, prototyping, validation, and availability.

In another relevant study [5], authors have analyzed various layered architectures of an IoT layered framework. They highlighted security vulnerabilities within three primary IoT layers; Perception, Transportation, and Application. Authors highlighted several threats on these layers, such as, Physical Attacks, Impersonation Attacks, DoS Attacks, Data Leakage, Malicious Code Injections etc. They also highlighted several communication levels of attacks in IoT protocols. The study was concluded while summarizing critical security issues and future directions for researchers.
Another survey-based study was carried out [13] in 2016. The study highlighted several security challenges in various IoT networks. They highlighted several security challenges related to Architecture Dependencies, Big Data, Robustness, and Privacy. The authors also highlighted the basic requirements of IoT while addressing security and privacy. Primary issues in authentication and access control were also highlighted such as, security protocols in IoT Cryptosystems, Security Vulnerabilities in IoT Software, OS level of Security issues, and Network level authentication challenges.

A reference architecture has been presented in [14] while highlighting security and business challenges in an IoT infrastructure for E-Commerce. Authors emphasized on several IoT challenges such as, Data Privacy, Data Security, Common Standard Shortcomings, Technical Limitations, and Social Concerns. A reference architecture was later on presented while focusing on Business Opportunities and IoT adaptable trends.

Based on the summarized review of various IoT based studies, in which several architectures, layers and frameworks for IoT has been discussed. It is pertinent that modern-day IoT networks are facing various challenges in almost all of their functional layers. However, based on the above discussion, the most prominent and threatening security vulnerabilities exists on the application layer of the IoT infrastructure. As discussed and highlighted, application layer is defenseless against various threats such as impersonation, DoS, Malicious Code Injections, Cryptosystems vulnerabilities, Data Privacy, and other authentication and authorization threats.

IV. PROPOSED STUDY

As discussed in the literature review, various studies have addressed security issues, however due to the lack of emphasis on a more structured and robust security architecture, security and privacy issues are still at-large. Based on this understanding, authentication of IoT devices, access control, intrusion attacks are the major security issues one can face when implementing IoT system. In our proposed framework, we have focused on these security issues and proposed a secure framework which can provide a facility to register an IoT device using Digital Certificate as well as user to the cloud server. After completing registration process, only a genuine, registered user can only have access to use an IoT device available in the network.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.0, the proposed framework is at its preliminary stage. The framework is based on PKI system that manages certificates, systems and application to uniquely identify users, services and devices that are being used in a network. An efficient PKI should be transparent and able to achieve security principles, specially authentication and data integrity. This framework consists of IoT devices, users, cloud, certification authority and registration authority. Before communication with each other, users and IoT devices need to be registered to the cloud through their verified Digital Certificate by the RA. Certification Authority further issues separate certificate for device and for users these certificates are represented as (D1, D2, … Dn) and (U1, U2, …Un) simultaneously. Third and most important entity in this framework is a centralized cloud, which stores and indexes all the certificates with their respective keys (D1, D2, … or U1, U2, … Un) in its centralized storage. Registration authority verifies each certificate issued by CA, and grant access to those entities that requires access to the system in order to access any IoT device.

When a user register, RA verifies its identity before allowing to store certificate in the centralized cloud. When a device register, RA verifies its identity and then store certificate in the centralized cloud. The cloud stores and index all the keys used to issue a certificate and the devices information. When the user wishes to use the device, RA verifies information about its certificate from the cloud and check the access control which is defined in the management system.

Public key certificates have the following services:

It contains repository for certificates, creation and revocation of certificate and management of key histories. It also contains key backup and recovery and backing for non-repudiation of digital signatures and automatic update of key pairs and certificates. These digital certificates include information such as public key, name, and expiry date of the certificate. Certification authority represents the most critical part in PKI. It acts as a source of trust and provide services to assure an individual level of authenticity to the entities when exchanging information.

The proposed security framework is expected to be robust and highly secure as it has covered the primary gap that exist on the application layer of an IoT infrastructure. Upcoming and extended studies based on our proposed work is going to provide a verifiable implementation of our proposed work. Table 1.0 has listed the abbreviations which are used to describe entities in our proposed framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Certification Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Registration Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>IoT Device 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>IoT Device 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc1</td>
<td>Digital Certificate of device 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper we have presented a new secure and robust security framework which is based on PKI infrastructure and implemented on IoT network. As compared to previous and recent studies, this paper presented a more focused research based on security and authentication. As pointed out earlier, the proposed Three-way IoT Authentication Framework is at its preliminary development stage. In our upcoming studies, we are aiming to present several detailed frameworks divided into various authentication phases and authentication protocols with sufficient results and outcomes to verify and validate out proposed work.
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